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TerahertzsTHzd, waves i.e., electromagnetic radiation in the frequency extending from 0.1 to 10
THz swavelengths of 3 mm down to 0.03 mmd, have been used to characterize the electronic,
vibrational, and compositional properties of solid, liquid, and gas phase materials during the past
decade. More and more applications in imaging science and technology call for the well
development of THz wave sources. Amplification and generation of a high frequency
electromagnetic wave are a common interest of field emission based devices. In the present work,
we propose a vacuum electronic device based on field emission mechanism for the generation of
THz waves. To verify our thinking and designs, the cold tests and the hot tests have been studied via
the simulation tools,SUPERFISH and MAGIC. In the hot tests, two types of electron emission
mechanisms are considered. One is the field emission and the other is the explosive emission. The
preliminary design of the device is carried out and tested by the numerical simulations. The
simulation results show that an electronic efficiency up to 4% can be achieved without employing

any magnetic circuits.© 2005 American Vacuum Society.fDOI: 10.1116/1.1864063g
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many rotational and vibrational spectra of various liq
and gas molecules lie within the terahertzsTHzd frequency
band, and their unique resonance lines in the THz wave
trum allow us to identify their molecular structures. M
and more applications in imaging science and techno
call for the well development of THz wave sources. Th
are mainly two methods for the generation of electrom
netic sEMd waves. One is a quantum mechanical met
which deals with the use of the conduction electrons
solid, i.e., laser, suitable for optical radiation. The other
classical process, which deals with the use of streaming
trons in a vacuum, i.e., maser, suitable for microwave
eration. The opposing limitations of the two processes r
in the long-recognized millimeter and submillimeter gap
the electromagnetic spectrum where the achievable p
falls to low levels from both the long- and short-wavelen
regions. The well-known electron cyclotron maserssECMd
provide the solution.1 In the past four decades, the ECM h
undergone a remarkably successful evolution from basi
search to device implementation, almost filling the g
However, degradation of power generation in THz ban
still present.

Amplification and generation of a high frequency elec
magnetic wave are a common interest of field emission a
sFEAd based devices.2 In the present work, we propose
vacuum electronic device based on field emission me
nism for the generation of THz waves. It is well known t
a transition radiation is emitted when an electron pa
through an ideally conducting screen in vacuum3 and a dif-
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fraction radiation is emitted when an electron of a cons
velocity passes by a metallic structure.4,5 The field-emissio
electrons directly pass through the cathode-anode
bunching and synchronizing with the THz wave through
well-tailored metallic structures, i.e., the oscillating elec
field in the y direction coupled through in thex direction.
Simulation tools such asSUPERFISH

6 andMAGIC
7 are used t

verify our thinking and designs.

II. CIRCUIT MODEL AND SIMULATION TOOLS

Two types of interacting structures are considered. O
double-sided coupled cavity and the other is single-s
coupled cavity. The former is suitable for linear beam in
actions and the latter is suitable for cross-field interact
These slow wave structures can be easily fabricated v
day’s technologies such as microelectromechanical sys
sMEMSd.

A. Cold tests

The interacting structures are designed via nume
simulations in the frequency domain, i.e., cold tests. A t
dimensionals2Dd finite-element-method based codeSUPER-

FISH sdeveloped by Los Alamos National Laboratory, NMd is
used to acquire the preliminary geometry. Both the ele
field patterns and the dispersion relations of the double-
circuit model and the single-sided circuit model are obta
and investigated. As considering from conventional mi
wave theory, the final decision goes to the single-s
coupled cavity tailored for cross-field interactions, simila
a planar magnetron. Figure 1 shows the schematic o
field emission based THz wave generator we proposed
anode consists of six coupled cavities and the catho
some kind of field emission arraysFEAd. The areas marke
“ I” stand for insulators. A 2D finite-difference time-dom
0

;

sFDTDd particle-in-cell s PICd code MAGIC sdeveloped by

849/23 „2…/849/4/$22.00 ©2005 American Vacuum Society
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MRC Co., VAd is also employed not only for verifying th
designs but also for the convergence tests before jum
into time-consuming hot tests of the generation of T
waves. The 2DMAGIC model for the design also shown
Fig. 1 has been constructed for both the cold and hot
As inspired by the field patterns as shown in Fig. 2, i.ep
modes, no magnetic circuit is employed in our design. D
geometry dimensions and boundary conditions are indic
too. The material of the cavity is assumed to be a pe
conductor.

B. Hot tests

MAGIC is an electromagnetic particle-in-cellsEM PICd
code, based on the FDTD method for simulating pla
physics processes such as the processes that involve in
tions between space charge and electromagnetic fields
ginning from a specified initial state, the code simulate
physical process as it evolves in time. The full set of ti
dependent Maxwell’s equations is solved to obtain ele

FIG. 1. Schematic of the field emission based THz generator with the
ode and anode indicated in the figure. Here, FEA stands for “field em
array,” and area “I” is the insulator. The correspondingMAGIC simulation
model is also shown.

FIG. 2. Ey−x curves of the cold test and the hot tests for two kind
emission mechanisms, the field emission, and explosive emi

respectively.
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magnetic fields. Then, the complete Lorentz force equati
solved to obtain relativistic particle trajectories, and the
tinuity equation is solved to provide current and charge
sities for Maxwell’s equations. This self-consistent appro
is commonly referred to as the EM PIC method, and is
able for dealing with the interaction between charged
ticles and electromagnetic fields. The interaction betwee
charged particles is also included. In addition, the code
been provided with powerful algorithms to represent st
tural geometries, material properties, incoming and outg
waves, particle emission processes, and so forth. As a r
2D MAGIC is employed to do the hot tests of the field em
sion based THz wave generator. In the hot tests, two typ
electron emission mechanisms are considered. One
field emission and the other is the explosive emission.8

C. Field emission

The field emission process is described by the Fow
Nordheim equation9–17

J =
AEs

2

ftsyd2expS− Bvsydf3/2

Es
D , s1d

whereA andB are the Fowler–Nordheim constants, andf is
the effective work function assumed to be a constant allo
dependence on material and surface roughness.17–19 One
should note that the “effective work function” here is diff
ent from the work function as usually defined. The effec
work function can be affected by the local electric fields,
the Schottky effect.18,19The normal electric field at the ca
ode surfaceEs is computed from the application of Gaus
law to the half-cell immediately above the emitting surfa
or

Es = sEcAc − q/«0d/As, s2d

whereEc is the electric field at the half-grid,Ac andAs are
the cell areas at half-grid and surface, respectively, andq is
the existing charge in the half-cell. The functionstsyd and
vsyd were introduced by Spindtet al.,20 and approximated b

tsyd2 = 1.1, s3d

vsyd = 0.95 −y2, s4d

y = 3.793 10−5 Es
1/2/f, s5d

wherey is the Schottky lowering of the effective work fun
tion barrier.

D. Explosive emission

Explosive emission results from plasma formation o
material surface. Almost any surface exhibits microsc
protrusions, or “whiskers.” When exposed to high volta
electric field enhancement at the whiskers can cause s
cant field emission. Subsequently, the whisker may get
sion due to Joule heating, resulting in the formation

-

,

plasma on the material surface. This surface plasma will
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typically “emit” under the influence of the ambient elec
field, with the species extracted from the plasma being d
mined by the sign of the field.21,22

MAGIC largely ignores th
physical details of the plasma formation process, relying
stead on a phenomenological description. However, the
ticle emission itself is based upon Child’s law of phys
specifically, the normal electric field vanishing at the pla
surface. In the phenomenological treatment of plasma fo
tion, breakdown can occur only if the normally directed fi
at the half-cellEc exceeds some specified breakdown fi
threshold, oruEcu.Ethreshold. This test is performed contin
ously for every surface cell on the emitting object. If the fi
at a particular cell exceeds the threshold, then that cell is
to “break down.” A single, nonemitting cell between t
emitting cells is also allowed to break down, even if
threshold is not exceeded. The time of breakdown is
corded for each cell that breaks down. Subsequently, e
cell has its own history and is treated independently.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The simulation results of the cold tests of theMAGIC code
are consistent with that of theSUPERFISHcode, although w
did not show the comparisons. Figure 2 shows our calcu

FIG. 3. Monitored diode voltageVdstd curves with an input voltage 1 kV
FIG. 4. Fast Fourier transformsFFTd of the diode voltageVdstd curves.
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Ey−x curves of the cold test and the hot tests for two k
of emission mechanisms, the field emission and explo
emission, respectively. The discrepancy between the col
and the hot tests is due to the applied diode voltages
voltages between the anode and the cathode, for the
cases. In the hot tests, an input voltageVinstd=Vmaxf1
−Exps−t /Trisedg, whereVmax is 1 kV andTrise is 0.25 ns, is
superposed on the structure between the anode and the
ode. For the field emission case, the effective work func
is set asf=0.2 eV which might be due to the high appl
electric fields and the local field enhancements.17–19 The
threshold field is set to 23 V/µm for the explosive cas
which is the default setting in theMAGIC code.23 As one can
see from Fig. 2, the resonance is operated on the co
mode, i.e.,p mode. The resonant electric field for the fi
emission case is a little higher than that for the explo
emission. Our monitored time evolution of diode voltages
the two cases, the field emission and the explosive emis
respectively, is shown in Fig. 3. The diode voltage co
sponding to the field emission starts oscillating earlier
that corresponding to the explosive emission. The avera
the data is also shown in the figure. The fast Fourier tr
formation sFFTd of the voltage curves is shown in Fig.
The resonant frequency of the field emission case is a
1.055 THz and that of the explosive emission case is 1

FIG. 5. MonitoredIdstd curves.Id stands for the total current divided by
cathode area.

FIG. 6. MonitoredPdstd curves.Pd stands for the output power divided

the cathode area.
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THz. The amplitude of the former case is larger than tha
the latter case. Figure 5 shows our monitored average
current per cathode area for the two cases. Due to the
effective work function we assumed for the FEA, the fi
emission current from the cathode would be higher than
space-charge limiting current of the interaction structure.
average current of the field emission is larger than that o
explosive emission.

The output power of the device is also monitored. Fig
6 shows our monitored average power per cathode are
the two cases. The output power includes low freque
electromagnetic waves as well. It is difficult to separate
component of THz waves from the monitored output po
in the time domain, so that the results of the two case
similar. However, it is easy to analyze the THz waves g
erated by the field emission based devices with the
power spectrum, as shown in Fig. 7. The output power o
THz wave for the field emission case is about 0.074 W/mm2

and that for the explosive emission case is 0.05 W/mm2. The
estimated values of the corresponding beam power are
1.53 and 1.29 W/mm2, respectively. The electronic ef
ciency of the device, i.e., the output power divided by
beam power, can be easily estimated to be up to 4%. Fu
investigation is continuing. Detail interaction mechanis
are under study to improve the efficiency.

IV. CONCLUSION

We propose a vacuum electronic device based on the

FIG. 7. Radiation power spectrumPdsfd for field emission and explosiv
emission modes.
emission mechanism for the generation of THz waves. The
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preliminary design of the device is carried out and teste
the numerical simulations. To verify our thinking and
signs, the cold tests and the hot tests have been done
the simulation tools,SUPERFISHand MAGIC. The simulation
results show that an electronic efficiency up to 4% ca
achieved with no external magnetic fields. The field emis
based vacuum device seems to be a good candidate f
generation of THz waves. Further investigations are un
way to realize the detail interaction mechanisms and to
firm the design before fabrication of real circuits.
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